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The researcher analyzes the interrogative sentences in English and Indonesia in 

Did You Hear About The Morgans? (2009). The focus of this research is on the forms 

of interrogative sentences in English and Indonesia, the similarities and differences of 

interrogative sentences in English and Indonesia found in that Film.  

This research uses descriptive qualitative. The theories used in this research are 

about contrastive analysis by Tarigan (2009), about interrogative sentence in English 

by Frank (1972), and about interrogative sentence in Indonesia by Keraf (1991). 

Based on the data analysis, the data shows that forms of interrogative sentence 

in English are (253 data): forms of yes/no question (173 data), WH question (76 data), 

and tag question (4 data). Meanwhile, interrogative sentence in Indonesian are (253 

data): total question (186 data), partial question (65 data), and rhetorical question (2 

data). 

Furthermore, the similarities between interrogative sentence in English and 

interrogative sentence in Indonesian are (246 data). However, the differences are 

different form (7 data). The similarities and differences of interrogative sentencens in 

English and Indonesia has a dominant of similarities then differences. 

 The result of the research can be concluded that in a film of Did You Hear About 

The Morgans? (2009), there have been found a lot of interrogative sentences especially 

form of yes/or question in English and total question in Indonesian in which the author 

of the film wants both forms of interrogative sentences for receiving the confirmation 

of the answer as continuing conversation and they are needed in the script and basicly 

both language has a dominant similar interrogative sentence in the forms itself. 

 


